Si nanoparticle-decorated Si nanowire networks for Li-ion battery anodes†
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We designed and fabricated binder-free, 3D porous silicon nanostructures for Li-ion battery anodes, where Si nanoparticles electrically contact current collectors via vertically grown silicon nanowires. When compared with a Si nanowire anode, the areal capacity was increased by a factor of 4 without having to use long, high temperature steps under vacuum that vapour–liquid–solid Si nanowire growth entails.

Silicon is an attractive anode material for lithium ion batteries because of its highest known theoretical capacity (≈4200 mA h g⁻¹). One major challenge for Si anodes is their large volume changes by up to 400% upon insertion and extraction of lithium. Previous studies on bulk Si and micrometre sized particles as electrodes in lithium ion batteries only lead to modest capacities, ≈800 mA h g⁻¹, with rapid capacity fading.¹,² There are primarily two engineering methods for improving the cycling performance of Si as an anode material, which involve overcoming the mechanical difficulties associated with the large volume expansion upon lithiation. One is based on Si thin films, as they allow the anisotropic expansion of the material. Silicon thin films, sometimes on porous current collectors, show improved cycling performance. However, the film thickness is usually a few hundred nanometres, which leads to an areal capacity of ≈0.1 mA h cm⁻² and is insufficient for viable applications.³,⁴ The other approach is based on Si nanostructures with enough porous volume to buffer the Si expansion. Electrodes based on silicon nanoparticles (NPs) with sizes ≈50–100 nm using slurry methods also show poor cycling.⁵ Recently, Cho et al. successfully demonstrated that agglomeration-free silicon NPs with sizes less than 20 nm lead to improved performance.⁶ Yushin et al. used a bottom-up approach for Si NPs to realize high-performance anodes with excellent stabilities and high rate capabilities.⁷ Silicon nanowires (NWs) directly grown on stainless steel lead to 75% utilization of Si’s maximum capacity with little fading during cycling.⁸ This is due to the one dimensional structure’s ability to accommodate large strains without pulverization. Following that, a variety of forms of Si-based 1D nanostructures have also been developed, including a silicon coating on carbon fibers, silicon nanotubes, and silicon-carbon nanocomposites.⁹,¹⁰ These facile designs share a common attribute: the electrodes are highly porous and electrically connected to current collectors. During the Li insertion, the pores allow enough space for Si to expand to release the strain. However, one drawback of using Si NW electrodes grown by chemical vapour deposition (CVD) in our previous study is its relatively low mass loading, ≈0.3 mg cm⁻². Longer growth times could increase the mass loading, which makes the cost prohibitively high. A silicon coating on carbon fibers or other conductive backbones could achieve large mass loadings, ≈1 mg cm⁻², which requires approximately half an hour of Si deposition time.

In this work, we use vertically grown Si NWs on stainless steel as nanoporous substrates to deposit Si NPs based on an aqueous, binder-free Si NP ink. This design has several main advantages as a high energy density anode: first, the commercial silicon NPs, with diameters ≈50 nm, effectively increase the mass loading of Si NW electrodes. The low viscosity of the Si ink allows for good penetration of Si NPs in the Si NW network. Second, the Si NWs function as both active electrode materials and electrical pathways to current collectors for the Si NPs. The native oxide coatings on Si NPs and organics would impede the electrical contact. The organic surfactant will decompose at high temperature. If the insulating oxide between Si NPs and Si NWs prohibit charge transport, the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) Si overcoating can function as the conductive path for Si NPs to current collector. Third, the nanoporous 3D structure here provides enough space for the expansion of both Si NWs and NPs after Li insertion, resulting in a stable capacity during cycling. Through this design, we achieved a high mass loading of 1.5 mg cm⁻² and a discharge capacity of 1600 mA h g⁻¹ using a lower cutoff voltage of 0.05 V vs. Li/Li⁺. Minimal fading of capacity is observed after 50 cycles. When compared with Si NW anodes, we effectively increase the areal capacity by a factor of 4 without having to use long, high temperature steps under vacuum that vapour–liquid–solid (VLS) Si NW growth entails.

Fig. 1(a) shows the design of the binder-free structure, where Si NWs are grown by a CVD method through the VLS mechanism with mass loadings of ≈0.3 mg cm⁻² and Si NPs are embedded in Si NWs to form a decorated network. Subsequently, a thin layer of Si by a CVD method overcoats the entire network to ensure the excellent electrical conduction between Si NPs and Si NWs, along with the stainless steel substrates. The details of Si NW growth by a CVD method can be found in our previous publications.⁸ For the Si NP deposition, an aqueous Si ink was prepared. Si NPs with sizes ≈50 nm were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. The Si NPs were dispersed in water with 1% by weight sodium...
The morphology of the Si NW network and the decorated network is shown in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), the Si NW network has large spaces for filling in Si NPs. The Si NWs are vertically grown from the substrate, with lengths up to 10 μm. The areal mass density is 0.3 mg cm"-2, which varies with the VLS time and catalyst density. SEM confirms the successful deposition of Si NPs onto Si NW networks. The decorated network is highly porous, which allows for volume expansion and excellent Li-ion accessibility during battery cycling. The total mass of Si effectively increases from 0.3 mg cm"-2 to 1.5 mg cm"-2 using a low cost, solution-based process. A five minute CVD process then deposits an overcoating of Si, which serves to electrically “glue” the Si NPs to Si NWs. The short growth time of this CVD Si process ensures that the morphology of the decorated Si network doesn’t change, but there is a dramatic change in the contact behavior between Si NPs and Si NWs. The binder-free network could allow for a higher mass loading per volume when compared with the traditional slurry-based structure in which conductive super-P additive particles are used as the conductive path. Combined with the additional empty volume for Si expansion, the tap density of the Si based anode is rather low. Therefore, the binder-free, porous decorated network shown in this study can have a higher tap density for Si and larger empty volume for Si expansion.

Pouch cells were made in a nitrogen filled glove box with decorated Si networks on stainless steel substrates with Li-metal counter electrodes. Control devices were also made with Si NWs only, and Si NP–Si NW networks without the added short CVD growth step for the Si overcoating. The cells were tested at C/5, based on a theoretical capacity of 4000 mA h g"-1, and the voltage range was set between 0.05 V and 1 V. Fig. 3(a) and (b) show the voltage profiles of devices with a decorated Si network as the anode and a Si NW anode, respectively. Fig. 3(c) and (d) shows the coulombic efficiency and cycling performance. The voltage profiles for the first charging sweeps for both structures are very similar and also consistent with previous studies. A long, flat plateau during the first charge is due to the reaction of crystalline Si with Li to form Li,Si. Subsequent charge–discharge curves are typical profiles from amorphous Si. This behaviour is because the Si NPs and Si NWs in this study are both crystalline initially. The first cycle coulombic efficiency is 81% for the decorated Si network and 88% for Si NWs. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the reversible capacity of the decorated Si network is ~1600 mA h g"-1 for the first 30 cycles at a rate of C/5. Its discharge capacity increases for the first 5 cycles and then shows slight decay. Its coulombic efficiency is generally ~99.0% from the second cycle onward. The Si NW control anode shows ~2200 mA h g"-1 for the first cycle, and maintains ~2000 mA h g"-1 for the remainder of the first 30 cycles. The capacity of the decorated Si network is close to that of the Si NW anode, which confirms the excellent electrical contact between Si NPs and Si NWs through the CVD Si coating. For the decorated network without the added short CVD growth step for the Si overcoating, the capacity is much lower, ~500 mA h g"-1.
The areal capacities for the decorated Si network and the Si NW anode are compared in Fig. 3(c) and (d). The areal capacity increases from \( \approx 0.6 \) mA h cm\(^{-2}\) for Si NWs to \( \approx 2.5 \) mA h cm\(^{-2}\) for the decorated network, which is roughly a 4-fold improvement. Future studies include testing different masses of Si NPs on the Si NW network, improving the first cycling coulombic efficiency by varying the CVD overcoating time and temperature, etc.

To check the morphology of the network after cycling, the pouch cell was dissembled after 20 cycles in the discharged state. The network was soaked in acetonitrile overnight, carefully rinsed with 0.5 M H\(_2\)SO\(_4\) until bubbles disappeared and rinsed with isopropanol in the end. Fig. 4(a) and (b) show the SEM images of the network. The decorated, porous network structure is maintained, where the NPs and NWs are clearly seen. The NW diameters increase largely from \( \approx 100 \) nm to \( \approx 200 \) nm. The repeated lithium alloying and dealloying processes have induced nanoporous surfaces on Si as we observed previously.\(^{11}\)

In conclusion, we fabricated a Si-NP-decorated Si NW network, where Si NPs are electrically connected to Si NWs. An aqueous, binder-free Si NP dispersion was coated onto VLS-grown Si NW substrates to realize such structures. Such a decorated network greatly increases the areal capacity of Si NW based electrodes, from \( \approx 0.6 \) mA h cm\(^{-2}\) to \( \approx 2.5 \) mA h cm\(^{-2}\). The anodes show good cycling performance and maintain the decorated, porous network structures after charging–discharging cycles.
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